
Antropical is a research-based 
artistic residency. Established in 
2016, Antropical has launched two 
successful residencies within the 
wider framework of the Kolla Festival. 
Our latest edition in 2018 looks to 
work around the theme of microcosm in 
relation to the macrocosm. The Kolla 
Festival is a playground, in which 
people can safely experiment, interact 
and create without the competitive 
pressure of society. Considering the 
Kolla Festival as a small scale society 
allows for a detailed observation of 
its development.

The concept of Antropical is that 
the research practice is on-going. 
The theme of every year is a natural 
response to the past themes and issues 
that have arisen. We seek to evolve 
our core belief that art should be 
accessible within a festival setting, 
and we look forward to expanding on 
this with new artists, art practices 
and theoreticians every year. 

We welcome everybody who wants to join 
the learning community during our 
public discussion rounds, workshops 
and performances.

Even spontaneous visits are always 
welcome.
 
Where? 
Steinfort Mirador, Luxembourg
1, rue Collart, L-8414 Steinfort

 
SUN 

05.08. 
20h

 
OUT / side by side 
invisible theater 
Workshop 
        Marianne Villière

 
MON 
06.08. 
20h

 
 
on line : a manifestation of the human 
border.. 
Talk 
           Clio Van Aerde

 
TUE 

07.08. 
20h

  
 
Contact Improvisation Dance  
Workshop 
         Gianfranco Celestino

WED
08.08.
20h

  
seek and hide - looking for shelter in 
the public space.
Workshop

             Bleu Le Fou Collective

THU
09.08. 
20h

 
Our Senses & Our Reality
Talk    
         
       Valentine Emilia Bossert

FRI
10.08.
20h

SAT
11.08.
20h

 
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SPACES IN  
RELATION TO KOLLA AS A MICROCOSM 
Talk
                     Monika Balukeviciute   

MON
13.08. 
20h

Check out the entire program of 
music, workshops, market, 

Performances, and other activities  
 

www.kollafestival.lu

KOLLA FESTIVAL 17.08. - 19.08.18

for detailed description check  
website: www.antropical.com

ANTROPICAL 02.08.2018 

  
 
Contact Improvisation Dance  
Workshop 2

         Gianfranco Celestino
  
the overlap of artwork and audience: 
how to breach cultural/social/politi-
cal/historical microcosms 
Talk  
            TH Collective

Revive the living: 
Néo-animism, écosystems and art as 
tools for new narratives 
Talk                            Sophie Prinssen

TUE 
14.08. 
20h


